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CIAIMS

We claim:

to

instJTUctions

given

ruction.

2. The apparatus tof Claim 1, wherein the instructions

include Boolean combinational instructions each operating on onfe

or more Boolean operands enferarte a Boolean result, each

Boolean combinational instruction including one or more Boolean

fields specifying a location \f each operand and result, and

wherein:
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the processing weans includes Boolean execution means for

executing the Boolean combinational instructions;

the register fiiXe includes a Boolean register se't of Boolean

registers, each Boolean register for holding one of said Boolean

operands or Boolean results; and

the register file\is responsive to each said Boolean field

in a given Boolean combiinational instruction independent of what

Boolean combinational operation is specified by the given Boolean

combinational instruction.

3, The apparatus df Claim 2, wherein the instructions

include Boolean comparisonl ins^^n^ each operating on one or

more operands to genera^^x^ result, each Boolean

comparison instruction including a Boolean result field

specifying a location, in \ the Boolean register set, of the

Boolean result, and whereinA

the processing means includes comparison means for executing

the Boolean
. comparison instructions; and

the .register .file .is responsive to the Boolean result field

in a given Boolean instruction independent of what Boolean

comparison operation is specified by the given Boolean comparison

instruction. \

4, The apparatus of Claii 1/ wherein the instructions

include integer instructions eadth operating on one or more

integer operands to generate an J^nteger result, each integer

WP2/RCC/SU0S/7988. 004
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Instruction including one ojc more integer fields specifying a

location of each operand and result, and wherein:

the processing means includes integer Execution means for

executing the integer instructions; and

the register nile includes an integer register set of

integer registers^ each integer register for holding one of said

integer operands or integer results.

5. The apparatus of Claim 4, wherein the register file

further comprises: \ ^^^^ >^
j

a plurality of iniegejr register^ts.

6. The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the instructions

include floating point instructions each operating on one or more

floating point operands to generate a floating point result, each

floating point instruction including one or more floating point

fields specifying a location of each operand and result, and

wherein: \

the processing means iincludes floating point execution means

for executing the floating! point instructions; and

the register file includes a floating point register set

of floating point registerA, each floating point register for

holding one of said floating point operands or floating point

results . \
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?• An apparatus comprising:

means for executing Boolean instructions, the Boolean

instructions performJang Boolean operations* upon operands to

generate Boolean results and each Boolean instruction indicating

a destination for storage of the Boolean results of the Boolean

instruction;

a plurality of Boolean

Boolean value; and

means each for holding a

means, responsive 1 to execution of a given Boolean

instruction by said means for

Boolean instruction's Boole^in

.ting, for storing the given

'suit into one of said Boolean

register means, the one/^oaiean regi^^6er means being indicated

by said given Boolean^—3Li\st:

Boolean result.

.on as the destination of its

8, The apparatus df Claim 7, wherein the means for

executing Boolean instructions comprises:

numerical execution means for executing numerical comparison

instructions to compare two multi-bit numerical operands and to

accordingly produce a singleVbit Boolean value result.

9. The apparatus of \ciaim 8, wherein the numerical

execution means comprises

integer execution means for comparing two multi-bit integer
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10. The apparatus of Claim 8, wherein the numerical

execution means comprises:

floatingf point execution means for comparing two multi-bit

floating point operandsl

11. The apparatus of Claim 10, wherein the numerical

execution means further comprises

:

integer execution means for comparing two multi-bit integer

operands . I

12. The apparatus pf Claim 1, wherein the means for

executing Boolean instructions comprises:

Boolean execution means f<i^^xecuting Boolean combinational

instructions to combine /^^o Boolean value operands and to

accordingly produce a single-bic-^oolean value result,

13. The apparatus of \ Claim 12, wherein the means for

executing Boolean instructions further comprises:

numerical execution means\for executing numerical comparison

instructions to compare two muu.ti-bit numerical operands and to

accordingly produce a single-bit Boolean value result.

14. The apparatus of Clkim 13, wherein the numerical

execution means comprises: \

integer execution means for comparing two multi-bit integer

operands; and

WP2/RCC/SUOS/7988.004 .Pije 45-
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floatlng pointt execution means for comparing two multi-bit

floating point operfeinds,

15. The apparatus of Claim 7 further comprising:

numerical register means for holding integer and floating

point values;
j

numerical executtLon means for executing numerical comparison

instructions, wherein execution of each given numerical

comparison instruction,

i) retrieves two or^more multi-bit numerical operands

from respective numerical roister means specified by the given

numerical comparison/ln3xmiction,

ii) comlJaiies \£ljjer two or more numerical operands

according to a condiition specified by the given numerical

comparison instruction I

iii) producels a first single-bit Boolean value result

according to the condition,

iv) stores tke first Boolean value result in a given

one of said Boolean register means as specified -by- the- given

numerical comparison instruction,

wherein the numerical execution means includes,

i) integer execution means for comparing two multi-bit

integer operands , and \

ii) floating paint execution means for comparing two

multi-bit floating point operands; and

WP2/RCC/SUOS/7988.J()04
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Boolean execution means £ojr executing Boolean combinational

instmictions , wherein execution of each given - Boolean

combinational instzruction,

i) retprieves one or more Boolean value operands from

respective Boolean register means as specified by the given

Boolean combinational instruction,

ii) combines the one or more Boolean value operands

according to an 1 operation specified by the given Boolean

combinational insttcuction,

iii) propuces a second single-bit Boolean value result

according to "che operation, and

iv) stores th^ second Boolean value result in a given

one of said Eooleam<^;^egister means as specified by the given

Boolean combinational irv^ruction,

16. The apparatus of Claim 7, wherein:

the plurality of Boolean register means includes,

i) a firsti set of Boolean registers, and

ii) a second set of Boolean registers;, and the

apparatus further comnrises

means, coupled to\the plurality of Boolean register means,

for selecting the first or the second set of Boolean registers

as a currently active set; and

the means for stAring is responsive to the means for

selecting, to store results into Boolean registers in the

currently active set only,

WP2/RCC/SUOS/7988. 004 -Page 47-
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17. An apparatus for use with a data processing system, the

processing system including means for executing Boolean

instructions, eAch Boolean instruction performing a given Boolean

operation upon two or more operands to generate a one-bit Boolean

result, the apparatus comprising:

a Boolean register set including a plurality of individually

addressable one-bit registers; and

control means for writing the one-bit result of a given

Boolean instructilon into one of said one-bit registers, the one

one-bit registe being specified by the given Boolean

instruction' s contents

.

18. The arip, Claim 17, wherein the Boolean

instructions incl>M^B^ combinational instructions, each

Boolean combinational instruction specifying a Boolean operation

to be performed upoii a first and a second operand to generate the

ult, and specifying a first address of the first operand and

a second address of \the second operand and a third address of a

destination for the Wesuit .wherein :„

tbe control meins is further for reading the first and

second operands from \the Boolean register set at the first and

second .addresses, respectively, and wherein the one one-bit

register is specified toy the third address.

19. The apparatus of Claim 18, wherein the means for

executing includes mdans for executing plural Boolean

instructions in parallel ,\ wherein there may exist, in the plural
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data dependency between one or more slave

instructions and a caster instruction^ each slave instruction

having the result of \ the master instruction- as an operand such

that the slave instniction cannot be executed until the result

of the master instruction has been generated , the means for

e^CBcuting further includes means for delaying data dependent

instructions until their dependent data supplying instruction is

completed and its result

a prespecified qqj

registers has a prei

change upon the contlrol

;enerated, and wherein:

Boolean register of the one-bit

fhed constant data value which does not

sans writing another value to the

prespecified constant iBoolean register; and

the control means is responsive to a master instruction

whose destination is trie prespecified constant Boolean register,

to immediately read thle predetermined constant data value for

supply to the slave instructions, whereby the means for executing

is enabled to execute the slave instructions before the result

of the master instructian is generated*
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20. An apparatus compz:±sing:

execution means for executing instructions^ the instructions

performing operatlions upon operandis to generate results ^ each

instruction specifying a respective source address for each

operand and a destination address for the result of the

instruction, each

et;

a first

address specifying a register set and an

register set including a plurality of individually

addressable registers each fo^_^storing a value of a first data

type;

first access

from the first reg

first access means

i) f irr;

instruction having

first register set

or writing and reading values to and

g to a given instruction, the

t reading means, responsive to the- given

a given source address which specifies the

as a soxirce for an operand of the given

instruction, for reading the operand's value from the first

register set at the bffset specified by the given source address.

and

ii) firit writing means, responsive to the given

instruction having a given destination address which specifies

the first register set as a destination for the result of the

given instruction, for writing the result's value to the first

register set at the pffset specified by the given destination

address;
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a second [register set including a plurality of individually

addressable rejgisters each foi: storing a value of the .first data

type; and

second access means for writing and reading values to and

30 from the second! register set according to the given instruction,

the second access means including,
"

i) £iecond reading means, responsive to the given

instruction havd.ng a given source address which specifies the

as

^0

second register set as a source for an operand of the given

instruction, foi' reading the operand's value from the second

register set at offset specified by the given source address,

and

ii) siecond writing means, responsive to the given

instruction having

the second regi

given instructyicx

given destination address which specifies

t as a destination for the result of the

riting the result's value to the second

register set at the offset specified by the given destination

address

21. The apparatus of Claim 20, wherein:

a given instruction may specify a first and a second source

address and a destination address, with each address specifying

either of the firstVor second register sets such that the given

instruction required access to both register sets; and

the first and sdcond access means operate simultaneously to

provide the instruct\on parallel access to both the first and

second register sets
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22. In a data processing system^ which includes a central

processing unit (CPU) which performs operations according to an

instimction^ the d|perations operating upon

^ a data register system comprising:

data o£ d first data

a first regalster set including a plurality of first

registers each for holding a datum of the first datatype/ and

including means for accessing the first registers in response to

the instruction; ai

a second regil including a plurality of second

registers .each for h<jldin^a datum of the first data type^ and

including means ffor

to the instruction

c;essing the second registers in response

23. The data 1 register system of Claim 22^ wherein the
1 «

instruction included a field specifying which of the first and

second register setis is to be accessed in response to the

instruction, and wherein the data register system further

comprxses

:

means, responsi^Jte to the field, for accessing the first

register set or the second register set as specified by the
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24. An apparatus comprising:

integer execution means for executing integer instructions .

each integer instruction performing an integer operation upon one

or more integer value operands and generating an integer value

result;

floating point ekecution means for executing floating point

instructions , each floating point operation performing a floating

point operation upon bne or more floating point value operands

and generating a floating point value result;

wherein each insttuction specifies one or more sources from

which its one or more Operands are uo be retrieved and further

specifies a destinatiorl to whi^^ts result is to be stored, each

operation also optiona^O^^p^ifying an integer value base and

an integer value inde:

a register bank inmlndij

i) first regkster set means, having a plurality of
\ ' • - —

.

1 *

first registers, for ho3\ding integer values and floating point

values

;

access means, couplld to the first register set means and

to both execution means, tfor,

i) retrieving, from any one first register, an integer

value operand for the intetaer execution means, a floating point

value operand for the floating point execution means ,
or an

integer value base or index for either execution means, as

indicated by an instruction^ and

ii) for storingV into any one first register, an

integer value result from Vthe integer execution means or a

WP2/RCC/S«0S/7988. 004
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floating point vaiue result from the floating point execution

means, as indicated by an instruction.

means

25- The apparatus of Claim 24, wherein:

the register blnk further comprises second register set

having a pllrality of second registers, for holding

Integer values; and

the access meani is further for.

i)

integer value operan

integer value base

retrieving, from any one second register,

for the integer execution means, or

Dr index for either execution means.

an

an

as

Indicated by an instrlxct

ii) for nn< into any one second register, an

integer value resul im th^ [teger execution means , as

indicated by an instrbctlion

26, The apparatus of Claim 25, further comprising:

Boolean executioi means for executing Boolean combinational

instructions, each Boilean combinational instruction performing

a Boolean combinational operation upon one or more Boolean value

operands and generating a Boolean value result;

the register banlA further comprises third register set

means, having a pluralitV of third registers, for holding Boolean

values; and

the access means xs ;urr.her for.
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10 i) retrieving, from any one third register, a Boolean

value operand for thei Boolean execution means, as iridicated by

a Boolean combinationAl,.^a:iistruction, and

ii)

Boolean value result

into any one third register, a

from the Boolean execution means, as

15 indicated by a BoolearJ combinational instruction.
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27. An apparatus^ for use with a data processing system

which performs reljad operations and write operations; upon data

values of a first ^ata type and a first data width add upon data

values of a second! data type and a second data width different

than the first data width, the data processing system specifying

a read address and data type for each read and a write address

and data content fdr each write, the apparatus comprising:

a register s it including a plurality of individually

addressable registers, each register being wide enough to hold

a value of either data width;

read access me .ns^^^'''^ajfonsive to the data processing system

performing a given read iroeration, for accessing the register set

to retrieve dataMcoAents/^f a given register, which is

individually addresieo"^ the given read operation's specified

read address, and fbr providing to the data processing system

such portion of the Retrieved data contents as the data type of

the read operation specifies; and

write access means, responsive to the data processing system

performing a given write operation, for accessing the register

set to store into a given register, which is individually

addressed at the givenlwrite operation's specified write address,

the data content specilfied by the write operation.

28* The apparatus of Claim 27, wherein the first data type

is floating point, the cirst data width is sixty- four bits, the

second data type is integer, the second data width is thirty-two

bits, and wherein:
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the registefc set is sixty-four bits wide; and

the read arid write access means respectively retrieve and

store sixty-fbi bnsive to the data processing system

performing floating point operations/ and thirty-two bits

responsive to tjoie data processing system performing integer

operations

•
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29. An apparatus for use with a data processing system

vhich executes instructions^ each instruction /performing

operations upon onle or more operands and generating a result.

vherein each instruAtion specifies one or more sources from which

Its one or more operands are to be retrieved and further

ecifies a destination to which its result is to be stored.

wherein the data processing system operates in a plurality of

modes, the apparatuij comprising:

a plurality oi

operand or a resul;

a plurality

operand or a result

rst * register means each for holding an

ond register means each for holding an

; and

switch means, ::esponsive to the mode of the data processing

system, for providing the data processing system access to only

the plurality of first register means when the data processing

system operates in la mode, and for providing the data

processing system access to only a first subset of the plurality

of first register means and to the plurality of second register

means when the data processing system operates in a second mode.
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30. An apparatus including execution means for executing

Instructions/ each instruction performing operations/ on one or
m

t

moire operands and Generating a result each -instruction

specifying one or more\ sources which are to be accessed to read

its one or more operands and a destination which is to be'

sed to write its Jesuit^ the apparatus further comprising:

a plurality of redister banks;

each register banM i^i^uding a plurality of register means.

each register means xoring an operand or a result , the

plurality of registeiMmeaTis_Hithin each register bank being

arranged in a sequence 1 such that any one given register means

within a given register! bank may be accessed as an offset into

the given register bank, \ wherein the sources and the destination

of a given instruction are specified as offsets; and

register bank selector means for selecting a given register

bank into which the given instruction's source and destination

offsets are applied, the tegister bank selector means operating

independently of any contents of the given instruction^
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